Synthetic Cannabinoids and
Salvia Divinorum
Dallas City Attorney’s Office
and the
Dallas Police Department
August 2, 2010
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ISSUES








What are synthetic cannabinoids?
What is salvia divinorum?
What are the effects of these products?
Are these products available in Dallas?
How are other governmental entities addressing these
products?
What can the City of Dallas do?
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Synthetic cannabinoids


Since 2006, K2 products have been sold as incense
or potpourri in smoke shops and other retailers.



It is a mixture of herbal and spice plant products that
have been sprayed with a synthetic compound
similar to THC, the active ingredient in marijuana.
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Common products
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What is salvia divinorum?







Genus name- Salvia
It is a psychoactive plant that is native to
Mexico.
Its active psychoactive component is
salvinorin A.
Sold as “Sally D” or “Magic Mint”
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Salvia divinorum plants
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Salvia products
Salvia divinorum

Lions-tail with
salvia divinorum
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Drug Paraphernalia
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What are the effects of synthetic cannabinoids?
5.18.10 U.S. Dept. of Justice Drug Alert Watch
 Law enforcement agencies report increased use of synthetic
cannabinoid products
 Possibly used to avoid a positive drug test for marijuana and
the resulting consequences
 When smoked, products produce the hallucinogenic effects of
marijuana
 Users report effects last between 30 minutes-2 hours
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What are the effects of synthetic cannabinoids?
Drug Alert Watch cont.

Reported adverse side effects include:






Panic attacks
Agitation
Tachycardia (accelerated heart rate)
Elevated blood pressure
Anxiety
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What are the effects of synthetic cannabinoids?
Reported adverse side effects cont.






Pallor
Numbness and tingling
Vomiting (which can be severe and may require
sedation)
hallucinations (which can be intense)
In some cases, tremors and seizures
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What are the effects of synthetic cannabinoids?
The Texas Poison Center Network
Statewide:




119 calls
105 exposures to synthetic cannabinoids
Including 5 users having major medical issues

Dallas County



6 calls
mostly moderate medical issues

(Jan. 1 – July 14)
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Are products containing synthetic cannabinoids and salvia
divinorum available in Dallas?

Yes.




These products are available for purchase in
head shops, gas stations, and other locations
in the city.
It is also available for purchase on the Internet
and in magazines.
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How are other governmental entities dealing
with these products?






Presently, these products are not illegal under
federal law.
These drugs are not approved by the FDA.
The DEA lists Salvia Divinorum, Salvinorin A, and
the synthetic cannabinoids found in Spice as drugs
and chemicals of concern.
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States that ban or restrict synthetic
cannabinoids and/or salvia divinorum











Alabama
Georgia
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Missouri
Tennessee
Arkansas (emergency order from Health Board)
while Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, and New York are considering
bans.

(as of 7.10.10)
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State of Texas
Sen. Florence Shapiro, of Plano,
has discussed the potential
dangers of K2. She is working
to draft legislation regulating
these products on a state level.
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Sen. Florence Shapiro




Sen. Shapiro realizes that the state legislature
will not consider legislation concerning K2
until 2011.
She supports Texas cities in enacting
ordinances regulating K2 during this interim
period.
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Texas cities that ban or restrict synthetic cannabinoids
and/or salvia divinorum







Mansfield
Allen
McKinney
Jasper
Port Arthur
Sulphur Springs
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What can the City of Dallas do?
Enact an ordinance to:





ban the use of these products in the city
ban the possession, sale, or transfer of these products
in the city
prohibit smoking paraphernalia used with these
products
assess a fine not to exceed $2000 for the use,
possession, sale, or transfer of these products
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Questions
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Blunt Wrap Presentation
Dallas City Council
Public Safety Committee Meeting
August 2, 2010

Cigar Association of America
Craig Williamson
Robert Peeler

What are "blunt wraps" used for?
"Blunt wraps are primarily intended for use with
marijuana or cannabis." "Blunt wraps constitute
drug paraphernalia."
SOURCE: US Customs and Border Protection Agency ruling, November 26, 2008

"Blunt wraps are heavily marketed to the youth
and often used as drug paraphernalia."
Source: City of Boston Public Health Commission Ordinance, adopted December 11,
2008

"According to focus groups with teens, blunts remain
the most popular form for smoking cannabis."
Source: National Institute on Drug Abuse, Community Epidemiology Work Group Report,
"Epidemiological Trends in Drug Abuse "

"While blunts generally contain more marijuana than a
regular joint, they look like a regular cigar."
Tobacco Technical Assistance Consortium ‐ Tobacco 101/Tobacco Products, See
www.ttac.org

"Blunts may be laced with other substances including
PCP and crack cocaine."
Source: National Institute on Drug Abuse, Community Epidemiology Work Group Report,
"Epidemiological Trends in Drug Abuse"
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“It is quite evident from the vast number references
on the Internet that blunt wraps are sold and
bought for use with marijuana or cannabis.”
SOURCE: US Customs and Border Protection Agency ruling, November 26, 2008

A cursory search of the internet will return thousands of results relating blunt
wraps to illegal drug use.
For example, the website grasscity.com shows the following guide on how to roll
your own marijuana blunt using blunt wraps:
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Blunt Wraps Are Marketed With Obvious
Drug References
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Blunt Wraps Are Now Being Marketed as “Cigar
Wraps” In An Attempt to Legitimize the
Product
‐A Distinction Without a Difference‐

Changing the label on package from “blunt wrap” to “cigar wrap” does not
change the fact that the product inside the package is the same product that
U.S. Customs determined to be “primarily intended for use with marijuana
or cannabis.”
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Q: Would AB 2757 treat blunt wraps differently than other
products primarily intended for drug use?
A: No, California law already restricts the sale of many products “intended for use or
designed for use in ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise introducing marijuana, cocaine,
hashish, or hashish oil into the human body” to retail environments that prohibit
minors.
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MYTH: The fact that blunt wraps can be used legally with “roll‐your‐
own” cigar tobacco proves that they are not drug paraphernalia.
FACT: The standard for determining whether blunt wraps are prohibited drug
paraphernalia is NOT whether the items are compatible for use with illicit
substances, but whether they are PRIMARILY intended for use with illicit
substances.

“Although blunt wraps may have more
than one use, they constitute drug
paraphernalia.”
SOURCE: US Customs and Border Protection Agency regulatory ruling,
November 26, 2008

MYTH: Blunt wrap manufacturers contend that blunt wraps and
roll‐your‐own cigar tobacco are sold together in a 1 to 1 ratio.
FACT: A recent survey of distributors in the 12 state region of the western U.S.
including California revealed that 85% of distributors DON’T EVEN CARRY roll‐
your‐own cigar tobacco for sale.
Distributors and retailers don’t carry roll your own cigar tobacco because
consumers aren’t buying it, which further suggests something other than cigar
tobacco is being used in blunt wraps.
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MYTH: The fact that blunt wraps carry the federal Surgeon General’s
Cigar Warning proves that they are a legitimate cigar product.
FACT: The Federal cigar warning label requirement is
ONLY applicable to products that meet the very specific
federal definition of a cigar, which is: “any roll of tobacco
wrapped in any other substance containing tobacco”
(other than a cigarette).

Wraps plainly do not meet this definition, and placing
the federal cigar warnings on their packaging is at best
misleading, and at worst is a deliberate attempt to
create the illusion that blunt wraps are legitimate cigar
products.
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CUSTOMS RULING
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LexisNexis
Page 1
LEXSEE 2008 U.S. CUSTOM HQ
LEXIS 989
U.S. Bureau of Customs & Border
Protection Rulings – HQ Series
2008 U.S. Customs HQ Lexis 989;
HQ H041682
November 26, 2008
Reference: Drug Paraphernalia;
21 U.S.C. § 863; Blunts; Blunt
Wraps; Blunt Wrappers;
Marijuana or Cannabis
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Custom Ruling 1

LexisNexis
Page 2
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Custom Ruling 2

LexisNexis
Page 3
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Custom Ruling 3

LexisNexis
Page 4
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Custom Ruling 4

LexisNexis
Page 5
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Custom Ruling 5

LexisNexis
Page 6
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Custom Ruling 6

LexisNexis
Page 7
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Custom Ruling 7

BOSTON BAN
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Boston Public Health Commission Regulation
Restricting the Sale of Tobacco Products in the
City of Boston
Whereas, tobacco is one of the leading causes of death in the United States and lung cancer,
which has a correlation to smoking, has been the leading cause of cancer death among
Boston residents;
Whereas, tobacco is currently sold in health care institutions such as pharmacies and drug stores;
Whereas, the sale of tobacco products is incompatible with the mission of health care
institutions because it is detrimental to the public health and undermines efforts to educate
patients on the safe and effective use of medication;
Whereas, educational institutions in the City of Boston also sell tobacco products to the younger
population, which is particularly at risk for becoming smokers;
Whereas, the sale of tobacco products is also incompatible with the mission of educational
institutions which educate the younger population about social, environmental and health
risks and harms;
Whereas, there are certain tobacco products such as blunt wraps that are frequently marketed
and sold to the youth and are also known to be used as drug paraphernalia;
Therefore, the Boston Public Health Commission in recognition of the harmful effects of tobacco
on vulnerable populations, believes that it is important that the sale of tobacco products be
banned by educational and health care institutions in the City of Boston and that blunt wraps
also be banned in furtherance of its mission to protect, promote and preserve the health and
well‐being of Boston citizens.
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Boston Public Health Commission Regulation
Restricting the Sale of Tobacco Products in the
City of Boston
Section I: Definitions
Blunt wrap: cigarette‐like rolling paper that is thick and dark and usually made from tobacco
leaves. Blunt wraps come in flavored varieties and are heavily marketed to the youth and
often used as drug paraphernalia.
Health care institution: An individual, partnership, association, corporation or trust or any person
or group of persons that provides health care services and employers health care providers
licensed, or subject to licensing, by the Massachusetts Department of Health under M.G.L. c.
112. Health care institution includes hospitals, clinics, health centers, pharmacies, drug
stores and doctors’ and dentists’ offices.
Entity: any single individual, group of individuals, corporation, partnership, institution, employer,
association, firm or any other legal entity whether public or private.
Educational institution: any public or private college, normal school, professional school,
scientific or technical institution, university or other institution furnishing a program of
higher education.
Retail establishment: any store that sells goods or articles of personal services to the public.
Tobacco products: any substance containing tobacco leaf, including but not limited to cigarettes,
cigars, pipe, tobacco, snuff, chewing tobacco and dipping tobacco.
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Boston Public Health Commission Regulation
Restricting the Sale of Tobacco Products in the
City of Boston
Section II: Prohibition Against the Sale of Tobacco Products by Health Care Institutions
No health care institution located in the City of Boston shall sell or cause to be sold tobacco products.
Additionally, no retail establishment that operates or has a health care institution within it, such as
pharmacy or drug store, shall sell or cause to be sold tobacco products.
Section III: Prohibition Against the Sale of Tobacco Products by Educational Institutions
No educational institution located in the City of Boston shall sell or cause to be sold tobacco products.
This includes all educational institutions as well as any retail establishments that operate on the
property of an educational institution.
Section IV: Prohibition Against the Sale of Blunt Wraps by All Entities
No retail establishment or entity in the City of Boston shall sell or cause to be sold blunt wraps.
Section V: Violations
1. A violator of this Regulation may receive:
a. In the case of a first violation a fine of two hundred dollars ($200.00);
b. In the case of a second violation within 24 months of the first violation a fine of seven hundred
dollars ($700.00); and,
c. In the case of a three or more violations within 24 months of the second or current violation, a fine
of one thousand dollars ($1000.00) for each violation
2. Each calendar day an entity operates in violation of any provision of this regulation shall be
deemed a separate violation.
3. No provision, clause or sentence of this section of this regulation shall be interpreted as prohibiting
the Boston Public Health Commission or a city of Boston department or agency from suspending,
or revoking any license or permit issued by and within the jurisdiction of such departments or
agency for repeated violations of this regulation.
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Boston Ban 2

Boston Public Health Commission
Regulation Restricting the Sale of Tobacco
Products in the City of Boston
Section VI: Enforcement
1. Authority to enforce this regulation shall be held by the Boston Public Health Commission, its
subsidiary programs or designees; the City of Boston Inspectional Services Department and
the City of Boston Police Department.
2. Any violation of this regulation may be enforced in the manner provided in M.G.L. c. 111 §
187, by the Boston Public Health Commission, its subsidiary programs or designees.
3. Any person may register a complaint under this Regulation to initiate an investigation and
enforcement with the Boston Public Health Commission, its subsidiary programs or
designees.
4. Any fines or fees collected under this regulation shall be used for the enforcement of these
regulations and/or for educational programs on the harmful effects of tobacco.
Section VII: Non‐retaliation
No person or employer shall discharge, refuse to hire, refuse to serve or in any manner retaliate
or take any adverse personnel action against any employee, applicant, customer or person
because such employee, applicant, customer or person takes any action in furtherance of the
enforcement of this regulation or exercises any right conferred by this regulation.
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Boston Public Health Commission
Regulation Restricting the Sale of Tobacco
Products in the City of Boston
Section VIII: Non‐preemption
Nothing in this Regulation shall be deemed to preempt the further limitation of the sale of
tobacco products in the City of Boston by any local regulatory body within the limits of its
authority and jurisdiction.
Section IX: Severability
If any provision, clause, sentence, paragraph or word of this regulation or the application thereof
to any person, entity or circumstances shall be held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect the
other provisions of this article which can be given effect without the invalid provisions or
application and to this end the provisions of this regulation are declared severable.
Section X: Effective Date
This Regulation shall take effect within 60 days from the date of acceptance by the Board of the
Boston Public Health Commission.
Authority: M.G.L. c. 111, §31; M.G.L. c. 111, App. §§2‐6(b), 2‐7(a)(1), and 2‐7(a)(15).
Boston Ban 3
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CA LAW
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CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND SAFETY
CODE SECTION 11364.5
SUMMARY: Existing California Law Requiring Products That Are “intended for use or designed
for use in ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise introducing marijuana, cocaine, hashish, or
hashish oil into the human body” to be sold in retail establishments that prohibit minors,
and a list of those products.
11364.5. (a) Except as authorized by law, no person shall maintain or operate any place of
business in which drug paraphernalia is kept, displayed or offered in any manner, sold,
furnished, transferred or given away unless such drug paraphernalia is completely and wholly
kept, displayed or offered within a separate room or enclosure to which persons under the
age of 18 years not accompanied by a parent or legal guardian are excluded. Each entrance
to such a room or enclosure shall be signposted in reasonably visible and legible words to the
effect that drug paraphernalia is kept, displayed or offered in such room or enclosure and
that minors, unless accompanied by a parent or legal guardian, are excluded.
(b) Except as authorized by law, no owner, manager, proprietor or other person in charge of
any room or enclosure, within any place of business, in which drug paraphernalia is kept,
displayed or offered in any manner, sold, furnished, transferred or given away shall permit or
allow any person under the age of 18 years to enter, be in, remain in or visit such room or
enclosure unless such minor person is accompanied by one of his or her parents or by his or
her legal guardian.
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CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND SAFETY
CODE SECTION 11364.5
11364.5. contd. (c) Unless authorized by law, no person under the age of 18 years shall enter, be
in, remain in or visit any room or enclosure in any place of business in which drug
paraphernalia is kept, displayed or offered in any manner, sold, furnished, transferred or
given away unless accompanied by one of his or her parents or by his or her legal guardian.
(d) As used in this section, “drug paraphernalia” means all equipment, products, and
materials of any kind which are intended for use or designed for use, in planting,
propagating, cultivating, growing, harvesting, manufacturing, compounding, converting,
producing, processing, preparing, testing, analyzing, packaging, repackaging, storing,
containing, concealing, injecting, ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise introducing into the human
body a controlled substance. “Drug paraphernalia” includes, but is not limited to, all of the
following:
(1) – (12) Objects intended for use or designed for use in ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise
introducing marijuana, cocaine, hashish, or hashish oil into the human body, such as the
following:
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CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND SAFETY
CODE SECTION 11364.5
11364.5. contd.
(A) Metal, wooden, acrylic, glass, stone, plastic, or ceramic pipes with or without screens,
permanent screens, hashish heads, or punctured metal bowls.
(B) Water pipes.
(C) Carburetion tubes and devices.
(D) Smoking and carburetion masks.
(E) Roach clips, meaning objects used to hold burning material, such as a marijuana cigarette
that has become too small or too short to be held in the hand.
(F) Miniature cocaine spoons, and cocaine vials.
(G) Chamber pipes.
(H) Carburetor pipes.
(I) Electric pipes.
(J) Air‐driven pipes.
(K) Chillums.
(L) Bongs.
(M) Ice pipes or chillers.
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NIDA REPORT
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE
COMMUNITY EPIDEMIOLOGY WORK GROUP

EPIDEMIOLOGIC TRENDS IN DRUG ABUSE
VOLUME I
Proceedings of the Community Epidemiology Work Group
Highlights and Executive Summary
June 2002
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
Division of Epidemiology, Services and Prevention Research
National Institute on Drug Abuse
6001 Executive Boulevard
Bethesda, Maryland 20892
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EPIDEMIOLOGIC TRENDS IN DRUGE ABUSE

MARIJUANA
Overview
After trending up in the 1990s, marijuana
indicators continued to increase in 8
CEWG areas and leveled off in 12, with
Atlanta reporting a “general decline.”
Boston
Marijuana remains widely available.
According to focus groups with teens,
blunts remain the most popular form of
smoking cannabis. However, one contact
reported that tobacco control efforts in
Boston are reducing the availability of
cigars for making blunts, prompting
more use of the rolling papers.
Chicago
Marijuana use, alone and in combination
with other drugs, appears to be
increasing throughout the Chicago
metropolitan area.
Honolulu
Statewide, marijuana treatment admissions
are the second highest in the 10 years of
data recorded by the Hawaiian CEWG.
Deaths involving marijuana also
increased.

Minneapolis
Marijuana use among Minnesota youth has
increased since 1992. Marijuana was the
primary drug of abuse for one out of five
people who entered addiction treatment
programs in 2001, and, of those, one‐
half were younger than 18.
New York
Marijuana indicators continue to reach new
peaks.
Philadelphia
The rate of marijuana ED mentions in
Philadelphia in the first half of 2001 was
the highest among CEWG cities. Focus
groups
reported
the
increased
availability and use of commercial blunt
wrappers made of cigar tobacco leaves
as an alternative to buying cigars.
St. Louis
Marijuana indicators have been trending up
for some time. Primary treatment
admissions more than doubled between
1997 and 2000.
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EPIDEMIOLOGIC TRENDS IN DRUGE ABUSE

DAWN ED Data on Marijuana
Rates of marijuana/hashish ED mentions per 100,000 population are depicted in
exhibit 20. As shown, the rates were highest in Philadelphia (59 mentions per
100,000 population), followed by Detroit (48), Boston (42), and Chicago, Miami,
and St. Louis (all reporting 41 mentions).
DAWN comparisons of ED data for the first halves of 2000 and 2001 show that rates of
marijuana ED mentions per 100,000 population increased significantly in
Baltimore, Minneapolis/St. Paul, Philadelphia, Phoenix, and Seattle, while
decreasing significantly in Dallas.
From 1994 to 2000, several CEWG areas experienced significant increases in the rates
of ED marijuana mentions per 100,000 population (exhibit 21). Between 1994 and
2000, as well as from 1998 to 2000 and from 1999 to 2000, increases in marijuana
ED rates were significant in Denver, Miami, Minneapolis/St. Paul, and Seattle.
From 1998 to 2000, significant increases also occurred in Los Angeles, Phoenix, St.
Louis, and San Francisco, with San Diego showing a significant decline. From 1999
to 2000, significant increases in rates of marijuana ED mentions also occurred in
Boston, Chicago, and San Francisco.
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Questions?
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Safer Dallas Better Dallas
Charles Terrell, Chairman
Jack Hammack, Chairman Emeritus
Gary Griffith, President
August 2, 2010

Safer Dallas Mission
Mission of “Safer Dallas Better Dallas”
(1) to protect the citizens of Dallas from
becoming victims of crime and to engage our
citizens in a partnership with Dallas Police
(2) to support the efforts of our Dallas police
officers
(3) to make Dallas America’s Safest City
2

Safer Dallas History
• Safer Dallas Better Dallas, a 501(c)3 organization, was
founded in the summer of 2005 by Jack Hammack and
Charles Terrell.
• Over 100 Dallas business and community leaders chose
to join the new organization’s Steering Committee to
show their support for Dallas police.
• Safer Dallas works to accomplish its goals by raising
money from Dallas foundations, businesses, and citizens
to purchase equipment and training for our Dallas police
officers.
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Safer Dallas Better Dallas
Board of Trustees & Steering Committee
Board of Trustees

Hon. Charles T. Terrell, Chair
Hon. Gary Griffith, President
Hon. Jack Hammack
Brent Christopher
Linda Evans
Hon. Dr. Elba Garcia
Michael Lee
Hon. Tom Leppert
Hon. Jeanne L. Phillips
Carol Reed
Pete Schenkel
Hon. Royce West

Steering Committee

Arcilia Acosta
Wick Allison
Ruth Altshuler*
Rick Anderssen
Barry Andrews
Bob Axley
John Barr
Louis Beecherl
Al Biernat
Albert Black
Darren Blanton
Chris Boyd
Hon. Hollis Brashear
Timothy M. Bray
Gerald Bright
Chief David Brown
Victor Burke

Hon. Dwaine Caraway
Michael L. Carter
Danny Chandler
Hyman Childs
Hon. William Clements
David Coale
Paul Coggins
Richard Collins
Patrick Colombo
Robert Colombo
Christopher G. Converse
Jay Cook
Rev. Stan Copeland
Garry Cox
Christina Melton Crain
John F. Crawford
Hon. John Creuzot
L.D. Dabney
George Dillman
Brian Dorsey
Dennis Dorsey
Jon Edmonds
Edwina Cox Evans
Kyle Fair
Larry Foster
Jon Foulger
Darryl Freling
Hon. Domingo Garcia
Ken Gill
Forest Green
John Guerra

John Harkey
Jim Harrell
Hon. Adlene Harrison
Gerry Henigsman
Hon. Bill Hill
Braden Howell
Walt Humann
Hon. Angela Hunt
Craig Hutton
Omar Jahwar
Madeleine Johnson
Charles Kaplan
Hon. Margaret Keliher
Hon. Ron Kirk
David Kunkle
Michael Lee
Pat Long
Eliza Lott
Michael Lowenberg
Jeff Mankoff
Hon. Ann Margolin
Mike McCullough*
Katy Menges
Marshall Mills
Casey Moore
Roy Moran
John Neill
Nate Newton
Pettis Norman*
Larry North

Erle Nye
Hon. James Oberwetter
Ross Perot
Hon. Mary Poss
Hon. John Wiley Price
Hon. Mitchell Rasansky
Neil H. Resnik
Kyle Richards
Marcos Ronquillo
Tracy Rowlett
Lisa Luby Ryan
Bill Slicker
Ed Spencer
Robert Strack
Ted Strauss
Gene Street
Albert Tatum
Charlie Terrell, Jr.
Courtney Underwood
Scott Walker*
James Washington
Hon. Craig Watkins
Bob Weiss
Herb Weitzman
Jimmy Westcott
Glenn White
Lewis White
Alex Williamson
*Trustee Emeritus
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Safer Dallas Results
• A record $15 million grant to the Dallas Police
Department by the Caruth Fund of the
Communities Foundation of Texas.
• $5 million of the $15 million grant funded the first
“priority wish list” of our police department and
purchased equipment such as the latest camera
technology for police cars, back seats barriers
for police cars to protect our officers, rifles and
cell phones for our investigators.
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Safer Dallas Results
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

A grant of $840,000 from the Meadows Foundation that resulted in
elevated, digital cameras to cover the Central Business District.
A grant of $100,000 to Downtown Dallas Association for elevated cameras
in the Central Business District.
The purchase of several hundred AR 15 assault rifles for our police officers
made possible by the generosity and leadership of a prominent
businessman, Rotary Club of Dallas, and individual citizens.
On January 8, 2008 the Communities Foundation of Texas announced the
award of the final phase of the grant, which is $9.5 million, to fund the
creation of the W. W. Caruth, Jr. Police Institute at Dallas in collaboration
with the University of North Texas System and located at the new UNT
Dallas campus.
Raised funds for the purchase of a dog for the Narcotics Unit.
Raised $25,160 for Sgt. Greg Epley
Raised $440,000 from Communities Foundation of Texas to launch DOORS
Re-Entry Program
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2009 Public Safety Accomplishments
• Violent crime rate at 36 year low
• Non-violent crime rate at 36 year low
• Total crime rate at 36 year low
• Violent crime is down 65% since 2003
• Total overall crime is down 28% since
2003
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Safer Dallas Better Dallas
Focus on Re-entry
The City of Dallas asked “Safer Dallas Better
Dallas” to address the challenge of re-entry into
our community by hundreds of parolees from
prison each month. We created a system
“DOORS” to address this issue. Christina
Melton Crain, former Chairman of the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice is the DOORS
President and Michael Lee, is our Chief
Operating Officer.
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“Opening DOORS”

Dallas One-stop Optimized
Re-entry System
City of Dallas Public Safety
Committee Presentation
August 2, 2010
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Learnings
Best Practice Programs concur but
fall short in some key areas:
Community
Partners

Pre-release
Program

Case
Assessment

Case
Tracking

Provider
Assessment

Research/
Evaluation

DOORS
KS

In Process

Identified
Need

MD
PA
Boston
Philly

In Process
Identified
Need

Chicago

Process Inefficiencies are a barrier to sustained success
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Overall Objective
Seven One Stop Centers
1. North Dallas – Operation Oasis; 2. South Dallas – MASS; 3. East Dallas
– Project Reconnect; 4. West Dallas – West Dallas Community Centers;
5. Oak Cliff – Vision Regeneration; 6. Pleasant Grove – The Wilkinson
Center; & 7. Downtown Dallas – The Bridge

DOORS

Fin
anc

Faith
es

Fall-Back
Network

City

SOS

Corporate
Non
Profits

Family

FIP

Housing

Employment
Friends

Community

Current
Progress is being made supporting
Former Incarcerated Persons in
Dallas but the success rate is small
and the need gaps are large

Health

Education

Future
By having a seamless approach to re-entry:
aligning existing programs and closing FIP
needs gaps, DOORS will jumpshift the
success rate & impact on our community
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Business Goals
Business Requirements to Address
New 501©(3) & Executive
Board

Reduce Duplication of
Effort

 City Public Safety Initiative –
State Wide Initiative
 Enforce evidence based
practices

 Provide scalable evidence based
solutions
 Facilitate collaborative service
efficiencies

Productivity and
Collaboration

Improve Cost
Structure

 Improve quality of service to clients
 Continued acquisition / retention of
partnerships for better service coverage

 Reduce service costs through
leveraging services & funding
 Independent outcome
evaluations
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DOORS State Wide
Community Network
The DOORS web based community network will leverage the power of a centralized multi-dimensional
database. It will marry individual & organizational needs with available services and support providers
using critical data based linkages.

Community
Access:
Corporate

Community

Dallas

Neighborhood
Groups
Child Care

Houston

211 System
Fort Worth
San Antonio
Austin

State
Wide
Initiatives

Amachi
United
Way

TX State
Task Force

DOORS
Project
RIO

TDCJ

Probation

Linked Usage

Afterschool
Programs
Employment
Churches
One Stop
Centers
Health Care
Web Based
Linkage
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Questions?
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PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE CRIME BRIEFING
INDEX CRIME YEAR TO DATE 7/28/10
CRIME TYPE

Actual YTD

Actual LYTD

% CHG YTD

Violent Crimes
Murder
Rape
Robbery

85

99

-14.1%

327

261

25.3%

2612

3027

-13.7%

Business

464

684

Individual

2148

2343

-32.2%
-8.3%

Aggravated Assault

2391

2390

0.0%

Total Violent Crime

5415

5777

-6.3%

10818

10844

-0.2%

Non-Violent Crimes
Burglary
Business

2493

2658

-6.2%

Residence

8325

8186

1.7%

Theft
Shop Lift
BMV/Auto Acc
AutoTheft

21374

23020

4140

4422

11310

12669

-7.2%
-6.4%
-10.7%

5152

5915

-12.9%

Total Non-Violent

37344

39779

-6.1%

Total Index Crimes

42759

45556

-6.1%

